FUCV One Planet Saanich Action Plan
Ideas
101 responses

How supportive would you be if the church offered an adult and/or
children’s program that was an exploration of the spiritual value of nature
and our place in the natural world, known as spiritual naturalism? On a
scale of 1-5, where 1 is positive and 5 is negative, please let us know what
you think about this idea.
101 responses
1: I strongly agree with this
idea

48 (47.5%)
38 (37.6%)

2: I agree with this idea
3: I am neutral about this
idea

14 (13.9%)

4: I disagree with this idea

0 (0%)

5: I strongly disagree with
this idea

0 (0%)

6: I don't know

1 (1%)
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How supportive would you be if the church had a “Favourite Plant-Based
Recipes” section of the church website where members of the
congregation could share their recipes? On a scale of 1-5, where 1 is
positive and 5 is negative, please let us know what you think about this
idea.
101 responses
1: I strongly agree with this
idea

22 (21.8%)
50 (49.5%)

2: I agree with this idea
3: I am neutral about this
idea

24 (23.8%)
6 (5.9%)

4: I disagree with this idea
5: I strongly disagree with
this idea

0 (0%)

6: I don't know

0 (0%)
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With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, FUCV has transitioned to
meetings and services on Zoom. Once the pandemic subsides and things
go back to “normal,” would you like to continue participating in meetings
via Zoom?
101 responses

1: I prefer Zoom meetings

5 (5%)

2: I am equally happy to
meet in person…

25 (24.8%)
58 (57.4%)

4: I don't know how to use
Zoom, but wo…

0 (0%)
11 (10.9%)

6: I don't have a computer,
tablet or s…
7: I don't know

0 (0%)
2 (2%)
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If you find it difficult to get transportation to church, how interested would
you be in watching a simulcast of Sunday service with others in your
Neighbourhood Group in someone’s home? On a scale of 1-5, where 1 is
positive and 5 is negative, please let us know what you think about this
idea.
101 responses
1: I strongly agree with this
idea

7 (6.9%)

2: I agree with this idea

19 (18.8%)

3: I am neutral about this
idea

23 (22.8%)

4: I disagree with this idea
5: I strongly disagree with
this idea

8 (7.9%)
1 (1%)
44 (43.6%)

7: I don't know

2 (2%)
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FUCV has extensive beautiful grounds that need to be stewarded for
future generations. How much do you support the idea of a project to
create a grounds and gardens plan for the future? It would involve: getting
expert advice, developing a tree planting plan, planning to protect natural
habitat in a changing climate, creating more space for biodiversity, planting
for pollinators, removing invasive species, and possibly expanding our
capacity for growing more food. On a scale of 1-5, where 1 is positive and 5
is negative, please let us know what you think about this idea.
101 responses
1: I strongly agree with this
idea

52 (51.5%)
39 (38.6%)

2: I agree with this idea
3: I am neutral about this
idea

8 (7.9%)

4: I disagree with this idea

1 (1%)

5: I strongly disagree with
this idea

1 (1%)

6: I don't know

0 (0%)
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FUCV gets its water from a well and has a septic system for waste. How
much would you support the idea of a project to assess the current well
and septic system and ensure it will serve our congregation well into the
future? It would involve: getting expert advice, investigating the long-term
health (e.g., nitrogen infiltration) and supply of church well. How much
water is left; how is it being replenished? Investigate the state of the
church’s septic system and evaluate if it meets the church’s future needs.
Investigating feasibility of installing a cistern and/or rain barrels to capture
rainwater. On a scale of 1-5, where 1 is positive and 5 is negative, please let
us know what you think about this idea.
101 responses
1: I strongly agree with this
idea

36 (35.6%)
44 (43.6%)

2: I agree with this idea
3: I am neutral about this
idea
4: I disagree with this idea
5: I strongly disagree with
this idea

12 (11.9%)
2 (2%)
1 (1%)
6 (5.9%)

6: I don't know
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How much do you support the idea of the church developing policy and
guidelines for sustainable procurement? This would involve: reviewing
purchases against sustainability standards, fairness of trade, ethics of
supplier, preferring local suppliers. The Capital Region District and One
Planet Saanich could help guide us in this project. On a scale of 1-5, where
1 is positive and 5 is negative, please let us know what you think about this
idea.
101 responses
1: I strongly agree with this
idea

29 (28.7%)
49 (48.5%)

2: I agree with this idea
3: I am neutral about this
idea
4: I disagree with this idea
5: I strongly disagree with
this idea
6: I don't know

19 (18.8%)
1 (1%)
0 (0%)
3 (3%)
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How much do you support the idea of the church working to reduce
printing and paper use? In addition to increasing the number of paperless
Sunday services, this could include: reducing the number of Newsletters,
E-Weeklies, Annual Reports, Reports for the Annual General Meeting
(financial reports, etc.). On a scale of 1-5, where 1 is positive and 5 is
negative, please let us know what you think about this idea.
101 responses
1: I strongly agree with this
idea

34 (33.7%)
41 (40.6%)

2: I agree with this idea
3: I am neutral about this
idea

17 (16.8%)
7 (6.9%)

4: I disagree with this idea
5: I strongly disagree with
this idea

1 (1%)

6: I don't know

1 (1%)
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How much do you support the idea of the church investigating the
possibility of establishing a Community Tool Shed amongst the church
congregation? Members of the congregation could donate unneeded tools
(e.g., when downsizing) which could be stored and organized in the church
basement. These would be available for members to borrow. Also, groups
of members could share the cost of buying a needed item and store it for
members' use in the Community Tool Shed. On a scale of 1-5, where 1 is
positive and 5 is negative, please let us know what you think about this
idea.
100 responses
1: I strongly agree with this
idea

32 (32%)
29 (29%)

2: I agree with this idea
3: I am neutral about this
idea

28 (28%)
7 (7%)

4: I disagree with this idea
5: I strongly disagree with
this idea
6: I don't know

4 (4%)
1 (1%)
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How much do you support the idea of the church investigating the
possibility of establishing a Repair Café amongst the church congregation?
Members with skills in repairing could donate their time and services
perhaps 3 times a year. Others could bring their items in for repair on a pay
by donation basis. On a scale of 1-5, where 1 is positive and 5 is negative,
please let us know what you think about this idea.
99 responses
1: I strongly agree with this
idea

23 (23.2%)
43 (43.4%)

2: I agree with this idea
3: I am neutral about this
idea
4: I disagree with this idea
5: I strongly disagree with
this idea
6: I don't know

26 (26.3%)
4 (4%)
1 (1%)
2 (2%)
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How much do you support the idea of the church working towards
becoming an Accredited Green Sanctuary? Here is information on the
steps required in the UU program:
https://www.uua.org/environment/sanctuary/becoming On a scale of 1-5,
where 1 is positive and 5 is negative, please let us know what you think
about this idea.
100 responses
1: I strongly agree with this
idea

19 (19%)
40 (40%)

2: I agree with this idea
3: I am neutral about this
idea

27 (27%)
5 (5%)

4: I disagree with this idea
5: I strongly disagree with
this idea

1 (1%)
8 (8%)

6: I don't know
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Currently FUCV pays to have compost collected and transported from the
church. How much do you support the idea of the church investigating the
feasibility of constructing a compost facility at church that could accept all
green bin materials? It could compost waste from the vegetable and other
church gardens, as well as from church meals and events. In addition,
congregants could bring their compost from home in compostable bags.
Once the materials have composted down, the compost could be used by
the church grounds and/or by congregants for their home use. On a scale
of 1-5, where 1 is positive and 5 is negative, please let us know what you
think about this idea.
101 responses
1: I strongly agree with this
idea

19 (18.8%)
43 (42.6%)

2: I agree with this idea
3: I am neutral about this
idea

23 (22.8%)
10 (9.9%)

4: I disagree with this idea
5: I strongly disagree with
this idea
6: I don't know

4 (4%)
3 (3%)
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Would you be supportive of the church selling (by donation) reusable
produce bags for use in the grocery store? On a scale of 1-5, where 1 is
positive and 5 is negative, please let us know what you think about this
idea.
100 responses
1: I strongly agree with this
idea

12 (12%)
29 (29%)

2: I agree with this idea
3: I am neutral about this
idea

47 (47%)
10 (10%)

4: I disagree with this idea
5: I strongly disagree with
this idea
6: I don't know

2 (2%)
1 (1%)
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How much do you support the idea of the church starting its own carbon
offsetting program? Similar in concept to carbon offset programs offered
through airlines, congregants could make a donation to the church
(instead of donating to a carbon offsetting program) when they flew. This
money would be earmarked for sustainability projects for the church, and
donors would be eligible for an income tax receipt. On a scale of 1-5,
where 1 is positive and 5 is negative, please let us know what you think
about this idea.
100 responses
1: I strongly agree with this
idea

15 (15%)
30 (30%)

2: I agree with this idea
3: I am neutral about this
idea

39 (39%)
6 (6%)

4: I disagree with this idea
5: I strongly disagree with
this idea

2 (2%)
8 (8%)

6: I don't know
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How much do you support the idea of the church investigating the costs,
benefits, and payback for onsite solar photovoltaic panels as part of a BC
Hydro net metering program? The solar panels could provide renewable
and resilient power, charge a Tesla Powerwall (a sleek battery giving the
church clean back-up power in case of power cuts), and reduce the
church’s hydro bill. Note: the current situation is that when the power goes
out, the church loses water. On a scale of 1-5, where 1 is positive and 5 is
negative, please let us know what you think about this idea.
101 responses
1: I strongly agree with this
idea

51 (50.5%)
38 (37.6%)

2: I agree with this idea
3: I am neutral about this
idea
4: I disagree with this idea
5: I strongly disagree with
this idea
6: I don't know

5 (5%)
2 (2%)
3 (3%)
2 (2%)
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If cost is a your main reason for not supporting ideas such as a solar panels
and/or a Tesla Powerwall battery, how much do you support the idea of
looking for creative ways to fund this longer term project? For example,
individuals could sponsor an individual solar panel (make a $350-$500
donation to the church, receive a tax receipt, and be on a plaque indicating
donors). Or, the church could use revenue from the church's carbon
offsetting program described in Question 15. Or, the church could apply
for a VanCity grant for community-based projects. Or, the church could
take advantage of any incentives from any forthcoming economic stimulus
packages (e.g., a Green New Deal). Or, apply for the Ruth Humphries
Innovation Fund.
100 responses
1: I strongly agree with the
solar pane…
2: I agree with the solar
panels/wall b…
3: I am neutral about the
solar panels/…
4: I disagree with the solar
panels/wa…
5: I strongly disagree with
the solar p…

3 (3%)

6: I don't know

3 (3%)

46 (46%)
42 (42%)

3 (3%)
3 (3%)
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On average, how many hours of volunteer work do you do for church in a
week?
101 responses
1: I don't currently
volunteer at church
2: One to two hours per
week
3: Three to five hours per
week
4: Six to nine hours per
week
5: Ten or more hours per
week
6: I volunteer for special
events only …

27 (26.7%)
32 (31.7%)
20 (19.8%)
8 (7.9%)
0 (0%)
18 (17.8%)
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Are you happy with the number of hours you volunteer for the church?
88 responses

1: I would like to start
volunteering

7 (8%)

2: I am volunteering, but
would like to…

5 (5.7%)

3: I am volunteering the
right amount
4: I am feeling too busy
with church wo…
5: I am feeling
overwhelmed with church…

70 (79.5%)
6 (6.8%)
0 (0%)
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How satisfying is your church work?
98 responses

17 (17.3%)

1: Very satisfying

50 (51%)

2: Satisfying
3: Neither satisfying nor
unsatisfying

12 (12.2%)

4: Unsatisfying

1 (1%)

5: Very unsatisfying

1 (1%)

6: I don't currently
volunteer
0
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Please add any additional comments you may have below
39 responses

I THINK I may have answered this survey once already. I do a LOT of surveys and don't
keep track of every one, but these questions feel quite familiar to me.
What inspiring ideas you pose! Some duplicate what other orgs are doing such as the
Repair cafe that also is struggling so i was Cautious. I regret that I am working 60 hour
weeks now so cannot volunteer but do plan to when i slow down later. I try to donate
more. Du courage!
Limited for health reasons on regular volunteering right now.
Zoom seems to be a good substitute for in person meetings and services and needs to
continue to some degree after more normal operations return.
In far out group, meetings in homes would be a challenge as most of us live in small
condos no room to social distance
Reducing paper use is laudable, but what about those in the community who do not
have computers how will they connect
I would prefer to have some more information on question 1 before I can really give an
accurate answer.
I support
many
of thecreated
ideasnor
putendorsed
forwardbyinGoogle.
this survey,
and I -appreciate
the energy
This content
is neither
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creativity of this team. However, I think it would be very hard for our congregation to
sustain two or more big initiatives this year, and our activities under the "dismantling
Forms
racism" banner have more urgency. So I would support the idea of doing SOME of the
projects described above, rather than the "Green Sanctuary" initiative.

